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Summary. Chronic renal disease (CKD) is a social problem affecting millions of patients characterized by 
loss of renal function and related to metabolic diseases. The approach from the dietary point of view to this 
problem could be a perfect strategy to slow down the progression of the disease and at the same time the 
problems of malnutrition typical of CKD. Several studies show that the Mediterranean diet (MD) may play 
a key role in the control of the early stages of the disease. Even if the MD showed to be the best diet for the 
control of metabolic diseases and for the general well-being, in the case of the patient with CKD, should be 
adapted in what is called the DASH diet, characterized by the typical roles of the MD but with a controlled 
intake of minerals and proteins.
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Introduction

Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) is characterized 
by a physiological alteration of the kidneys, manifest-
ed by abnormal albumin excretion or decreased kidney 
function, quantified by measuring glomerular filtra-
tion rate (GFR), that is detectable for more than three 
months (1).

CKD occurs from many reasons that alter the 
function and structure of the kidney irreversibly. CKD 
is one of the biggest health problem in our society; 
the number of CKD patients rises every year, reflect-
ing the growing elderly population and the increasing 
number of metabolic diseases (2).

The causes of CKD may be different: diabetes, 
hypertension and obesity are the main reasons of this 
disease (3).

The insulin resistance typical of the metabolic 
syndrome is present in mild kidney disease, and gets 
worse as kidney function diminishes (4).

For this reason, the first approach for patients af-
fected by CKD is designing an optimal diet because there 
is an interrelationships between diet and CKD, but it is 
not easy to find a perfect balance. The diet plan should be 
balanced in all nutrients, depending on the stage of the 
individual patient’s illness to maintain the requirements 
for calories (5). This is not the only problem, since the re-
quirement for calories is also influenced by CKD; in fact, 
CKD results in the development of insulin resistance and 
eventual impairment of carbohydrates and lipids utiliza-
tion. This is relevant because a high intake of protein is 
generally accompanied by an increase in dietary salts (6).

Up to now, many studies in CKD have focused on 
protein intake, in particular the guidelines have sug-
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gested a protein restriction to get a modest benefit. 
The Mediterranean Diet (MD) has received at-

tention for decreasing cardiovascular risk and all the 
metabolic and inflammatory diseases, including the 
CKD. In particular, it brings improvements in blood 
pressure (BP), lipid profile, endothelial function, and 
systemic inflammation (7).

Clinical practice guidelines for adult patients 
with CKD have recommended dietary protein intake 
of 0.6-0.8 g/kg body weight per day and energy intake 
of 30-35 kcal/kg ideal body weight per day. However, 
protein restriction is only a part, though a very relevant 
part, of a more complex dietary management of CKD 
patients. Phosphate intake should be reduced (700-
400 mg/day), as well as sodium intake (2-3 g/day). Di-
etary energy intake must cover energy requirements up 
to 35 kcal/kg/day for 65 years old patients (8).

Could Chronic kidney disease induce malnutrition? 
Malnutrition is defined as an alteration of nu-

tritional status resulting from imbalanced nutrients 
intake; this phenomenon is very common in patients 
with CKD. The patients affected by CKD show re-
duced body weight, due to the loss of fat and muscle 
mass and the low levels of some plasmatic and visceral 
proteins (9). Various studies show high incidence of 
malnutrition in 23-76% of haemodialytic (HD) pa-
tients and in 18-50% of peritoneal dialysis (PD) pa-
tients. The reason of this malnutrition may be related 
to factors such as age, diseases and quality of dialysis 
therapy. In many CKD patients the reason of this phe-
nomenon is not really clear; it may be related to a poor 
food intake, nausea and vomiting due to uremic tox-
icity, hormonal derangements, acidosis and increased 
resting energy expenditure and depression of the pa-
tient (10).

In CKD, malnutrition is strongly related to many 
inflammatory metabolic diseases such as atherosclero-
sis. For this reason, a rapid atherosclerosis that occurs 
in advanced CKD has been reported by many authors 
and this is probably due to different mechanisms such 
as inflammation, malnutrition, oxidative stress and ge-
netic components. 

Early evaluation of pre-dialysis CKD patients 
for malnutrition, paying more attention to their diet 
and correcting metabolic disorders like acidosis, may 

help to mitigate development of cardiovascular disease 
(CVD) (11).

The role of the Mediterranean diet in several diseases
The discovery of the health benefits of the MD is 

attributed to the American scientist Ancel Keys who 
suggested a relationship among lifestyles, nutrition and 
CVD in different populations (12). From this study 
comes out, as the populations that follow a diet based on 
the MD present a very low incidence of metabolic and 
chronic diseases. The reason of this data are mainly due to 
the plentiful use of olive oil, bread, pasta, fish, vegetables, 
herbs, garlic, red onions, and other foods of vegetable ori-
gin compared to a rather moderate use of meat (13).

Many studies and clinical trials have shown that 
the MD reduces the risk of CVD and metabolic syn-
drome that are related to the CKD. In particular, it has 
been observed in many trials performed on patients, 
the decrease of abdominal circumference, an increase 
in high density lipoprotein (HDL), a decrease in 
triglycerides, a lowering of blood pressure and a de-
crease in the concentration of glucose in the blood and 
all these values are related to the reduction of many 
chronic diseases (14).

The typical balance of the MD maintains intes-
tinal eubiosys whose imbalance is closely related to 
systemic inflammatory and metabolic diseases that, as 
reported, increase the incidence of CKD (15).

The MD provides the high consumption of ol-
ive oil that is very rich in monounsaturated fatty acids 
(MUFA); furthermore, in the traditional MD pattern, 
the intake of dairy products and meats is lower than in 
the Western diet and animal fats are mainly from goats 
and sheep, which provide a higher content in medium-
chain fatty acids that are less atherogenic than long-
chain fatty acids (16).

Results of the PREDIMED trial pointed out that 
a MD with relatively high fat intake (35-40%), mostly 
from Extra virgin olive oil (EVOO), was associated 
with primary prevention of CVD. Oleic acid is the 
main MUFA representative component and it is pre-
sent in EVOO, which is also rich in polyphenols and 
vitamin E; these compuonds have high anti-inflam-
matory, antioxidant and vasculoprotective properties. 
Increased olive oil consumption has been consistently 
associated with a lower risk of all-cause mortality, car-
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diovascular mortality, cardiovascular events and stroke 
in the general population and in individuals with man-
ifest CVD (17).

From these observations, it is possible to say that 
a low-fat diet, coupled with the widespread availabil-
ity of zero- or low-fat foods (e.g., milk, yogurt), is not 
essentially healthy; in fact, it may induce the people 
to have higher consumption of refined starch-and 
sugar-rich foods, thus contributing to excessive en-
ergy intake, overweight, obesity, and related complica-
tions (i.e., CVD). In support of this concern, there is 
some evidence that, compared to carbohydrates, both 
MUFA and polyunsatered fatty acids (PUFA) in the 
MD eating pattern, tend to reduce low-level density 
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) and triglycerides, 
while increasing HDL-C (18).

Worth of notice is that in the MD the most in-
take of fats comes from olive oil and fish that are rich 
in eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic 
acid (DHA) and for this reason many evidences sup-
port the health benefits of a MD eating pattern against 
metabolic diseases (19).

Epidemiological data and various clinical trials 
support a correlation between moderate red wine con-
sumption and lower risk of CVD, but also with lower 
risk of CKD and end-stage renal disease (ESRD) in 
individuals with normal kidney function (20, 21).

Mediterranean Diet for the Chronic Kidney Disease
Traditional dietary management of CKD focuses 

predominantly on the quantity of calories and proteins, 
and the restriction of single micronutrients, with little 
mention of dietary quality. Emphasis on restriction of 
sodium, potassium and phosphorus in CKD may pos-
sibly compromise overall diet quality (22). Fruit and 
vegetable-rich diets such as the MD are recommended 
for primary and secondary disease prevention. Many 
evidences in patients with CKD suggests that the MD 
may be helpful to delay progression and prevent com-
plications, but in the same time the scientific commu-
nity has reluctance to recommend a normal MD to the 
CKD patient; in fact, some of the typical components 
of the MD pyramid could conflict with the traditional 
dietary restrictions of CKD (23).

The importance of the MD comes from the 
balance among all the nutrients but even if a lot of 

evidence recommend this diet for special needs, in 
CKD, some values in nutrients should be readapted 
(for example protein intake in the MD aligns with a 
controlled protein diet for CKD – 0.8 g/kg/day). An 
interesting aspect is the source of protein, which in the 
MD comes predominantly from vegetables, fish and 
white meat. Red meat and processed meats are less of-
ten consumed, which may convey a lower amount of 
dietary sodium, phosphate and potassium. Such hab-
its have been associated with lower risk of CKD and 
ESRD in individuals with a normal kidney function 
(22). In some studies have been showed the benefits 
of plant-based versus animal-based protein in patients 
with CKD, slowing or even blocking the progression 
of the disease (24, 25).

The Mediterranean diet for CDK treatment may become 
DASH

The Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension 
(DASH) provides high intakes of fruit, vegetables, 
legumes, and nuts, moderate amounts of low-fat dairy 
products, low amounts of animal proteins and sweets; 
sodium reduction is part of this diet (26). Although the 
DASH diet was originally designed for blood pressure 
(BP) reduction, several characteristics, such as higher 
intakes of whole grain and lower intakes of red and 
processed meat, are similar to the MD; this may sug-
gest that the DASH diet may be the adapted version of 
the MD for CKD patients. The DASH diet also im-
proves low-density lipoprotein cholesterol control, in-
sulin sensitivity and reduces the risk for coronary heart 
disease, heart failure and stroke, all highly important 
treatment targets for patients with CKD. 

For all these reasons, the DASH diet is strongly 
considered as a MD modified for electrolyte and pro-
tein intake suggesting that it may be safe for these spe-
cific patients (27).

BP control is a mainstay of treatment for patients 
with CKD to prevent both the progression of CKD 
and its associated CVD-related complications.

The National Kidney Foundation - Kidney Dis-
ease Outcome Quality Initiative (KDOQI) guide-
lines do not recommend the DASH eating plan for 
individuals with “advanced” CKD (defined as eGFR < 
60 ml/min/1.73m2). KDOQI guidelines suggest that 
non-dialysis patients with advanced CKD should limit 
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protein intake to 0.6 – 0.75 g/kg/day. Reasons cited 
for this recommendation include observational studies 
that show an associated reduction in the generation of 
nitrogenous wastes products and inorganic ions with 
protein restriction (28).

It is well known that a reduced intake of protein 
is recommended for CKD patients since it diminishes 
uremic symptoms, improves hyperkalemia, hyper-
phosphatemia, and calcium or sodium balance control, 
protects against oxidative stress which may aggravate 
progression of CKD, and delays the initiation of di-
alysis (29).

The DASH diet may be safe in any case for pre-
venting Hypertension and in the population at risk for 
kidney diseases. 

In general there are many evidences that the pa-
tients following the DASH diet experience a lower 
prevalence of metabolic complications and may be 
most likely to experience slower progression of CKD 
with adequate BP control (30).

On the other hand, there are many instances 
when the DASH eating pattern may not be appropri-
ate for patients with CKD. This occurs for individuals 
who have already experienced metabolic complications 
or are at high risk for their development. That is, if a 
patient has high-normal or elevated serum potassium 
and phosphorus values, the DASH eating pattern 
should not be initiated (28). A larger study of patients 
with lower kidney function is clearly needed to defini-
tively establish the efficacy and safety of the DASH 
diet in this population, considering the risk of hyper-
kalemia (30).

Conclusions

A proper nutritional regimen is important for pa-
tients with CKD, and the MD which is rich in fruits, 
vegetables, fish, cereals, whole grains, fibers and poly-
unsaturated fatty acids but low in saturated fatty acids, 
could be beneficial for this category of patients. 

Malnutrition often occurs in CDK patients, caus-
ing metabolic inflammatory diseases, such as athero-
sclerosis, and the development of complications that 
may induce patient early death.

For this reason, choosing accurately the dietary 

plan is really important, because it could improve the 
patient’s quality of life.

The re-adaptation of the MD in the DASH diet 
makes this regimen even more appropriate and safe for 
the treatment of those patients in an initial or interme-
diate CKD. In fact, the adjustment of nutrients such 
as proteins, sodium and potassium, make this diet an 
ideal therapeutic approach for these patients.

Finally, the DASH diet has a positive effect on 
blood pressure and those markers of mineral metabo-
lism and kidney function. Further studies are necessary 
to confirm the therapeutic and safe effects to be adopt-
ed worldwide as treatment for the patient in CKD.
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